C ase scenario:
A 59-year-old patient with atrial fibrillation and no cardiac risk factors would like to discuss antithrombotic treatment options with you. A cardiologist has told her that she does not need warfarin and that aspirin is sufficient. As a professional pianist, however, she worries about the possibility of a stroke affecting her hands. You read the American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) guideline, which states that "In patients with…atrial fibrillation <65 years old and with no other risk factors, we recommend aspirin, 325 mg/day" 1 . You expect this recommendation has been based on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and prognostic studies. But has this recommendation also incorporated evidence on patient preferences in a way that helps you and your patient make a shared decision?
For over a decade, evidence-based medicine (EBM) has been defending itself against claims that it is prescriptive, "cookbook" medicine 2 . Its advocates have defined the field as the "integration of the best research evidence with clinical expertise and patient values" 3 . CPGs are meant to embody this philosophy by synthesizing clinical evidence with "all the values that might sway a clinical recommendation" 4 . At the level of the patient-physician interaction, patient preferences are arguably the most important values that must be considered.
What are patient preferences? Colloquially, most clinicians might interpret the term as "what my patient wants." In much of the medical literature, however, the notion of preferences is not clearly articulated and can include related concepts such as goals 5 , expectations 6 and satisfaction 7 . Perhaps the most fully developed concept of patient preferences can be found in the field of decision analysis 8 .
In the example of atrial fibrillation, decision analyses have indicated that the best choice of antithrombotic therapy may change depending on how much patients value their quality of life if impaired by stroke and how much they value the inconvenience of monitoring warfarin and a hemorrhagic event 9 . These kinds of preferences are characterized as by measuring a patient's utility, which is a holistic quality of life measure on a 0-1 scale 10 . For example, a large survey of people at high risk for stroke indicates that their mean utility for a major stroke is 0.30 11 .
Within the decision analytic framework, we can also place the concept that patients have preferences for health decisions involving uncertain outcomes. After considering the available choices, patients may express their preferences for a specific option, a concept closer to the colloquial understanding of the term "preference." In the case of atrial fibrillation, research on this type of treatment preference may include surveys of patient attitudes towards treatment 12 , studies of actual treatment decisions 13 or studies on the effect of decision support tools. For instance, RCTs of decision aids in atrial fibrillation suggest that these tools improve patient understanding and change the proportion of patients who choose aspirin over warfarin 14, 15 . Figure 1 illustrates how these notions of patient preferences can be characterized in a decision analytic conceptual framework.
Patient preferences are assuming a greater prominence in clinical decision making as reflected in the increasing role taken by patients in health-care decisions, number of studies on patient preferences and decisions, and prominence of the field of shared decision making [16] [17] [18] . An advisory report to the World Health Organization appreciates that differing preferences can lead to different CPG recommendations and states that "Values should always be considered in making recommendations…" 19 . Owens recognizes that "Because differences in patients' preferences may lead to differences in the preferred therapy, a clinical practice guideline that does not consider patients' preferences may provide recommendations that are not optimal" 20 . Failure to reconcile recommendations with preferences is often cited as a barrier to CPG adherence 21 . Given this need to better include values, it would seem that evidence regarding patient preferences should be systematically integrated into CPGs. The purpose of this study was to assess how well current CPGs incorporate published evidence on patient preferences for decisions and health outcomes.
METHODS

CPG Database
We chose CPGs recommended by the Guidelines Advisory Committee (GAC) 22 , a joint body of the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and the Ontario Medical Association. The GAC conducts annual surveys of stakeholders to identify clinical topics of general importance in Ontario, performs literature searches to identify existing CPGs on those topics and then asks community-based physicians trained in CPG appraisal to evaluate the guidelines using the internationally developed AGREE instrument 23 . The GAC then endorses a single guideline on the basis of quality and relevance to Ontario practitioners.
At the time of this study's initiation, the GAC listed 71 recommended guidelines. Two of the guidelines were simple randomized controlled trials rather than fully developed guidelines, and one was subsequently converted into two separate CPGs. This left 70 CPGs. We excluded guidelines not available in electronic format to simplify measurement of our intended outcomes, as described below. Thus, a total of 65 CPGs were available for analysis (reference list available online at URL). We extracted the key characteristics of each CPG including disease category as per International Classification of Diseases version 10 codes 24 , country of origin, institution source (i.e., government or medical association), year of publication, total word count and total number of references.
Assessing the Quality and Quantity of Integration of Preference Evidence into Guidelines
No standard methods are available to evaluate the quality of integrating preference-related evidence. We therefore adapted Figure 1 . Decision analytic conceptual framework for preferences. Squares indicate points when physicians/patients make decisions about health care; circles indicate the probability of an event happening. Arrows indicate where types of evidence help inform the decision.
two instruments originally designed to assess the overall quality of CPGs to specifically appraise how well evidence on patient preferences was sought and integrated. Our first instrument was based on the AGREE instrument 23 and included four items applying to the search strategies and incorporation of preference evidence into the recommendations. The second instrument was based on a tool developed by Shaneyfelt et al. 25 and included seven items covering issues of search strategies, formally grading, extracting and combining preference evidence, and weighing risks and benefits from a preference perspective. Details on how these instruments were developed and validated are available as a Supplementary Appendix online at URL. Using the adapted instruments, two reviewers (CAKYC and IC) independently appraised each guideline. Scoring discrepancies for items on the AGREE instrument that differed by two or more points and any scoring differences for the Shaneyfelt et al. items were resolved by discussion between the reviewers. In addition to using the two adapted instruments to assess how well patient preferences were incorporated into CPGs, we also quantified how much of the CPG text was actually devoted to preference issues. This endeavor involved counts of how many words and references discussed preferences. A summary of our coding rules are listed online in the Supplementary Appendix. Two authors (CAKYC and IC) independently read the CPGs and highlighted relevant text and references on patient preferences and treatment effectiveness. The percentage of total words and references applying to each issue was calculated. We allowed a relative difference of 15% between the two reviewers (e.g., 20% vs. 23%) or an absolute difference of <2%, and took the mean for primary analysis. When the relative or absolute differences exceeded the preset limits, the reviewers met to compare and resolve differences by discussion.
To give our findings context, a similar analysis was done assessing the quality and quantity of integrating evidence on treatment effectiveness, a key component of nearly all guidelines and thus an easily available reference standard. Further details are available in the online Supplementary Appendix.
Statistical Analysis
The Spearman rank test was used to assess correlations among continuous variables. The paired Wilcoxon sign-rank test was used to compare differences between patient preferences and treatment effectiveness. We chose the nonparametric Spearman rank and paired Wilcoxon sign-rank tests because not all the data were normally distributed. Repeating all analyses with the parametric Pearson correlations and paired t-tests did not change any of the results; these results are not presented. The analyses were performed using SPSS version 14.0. Tables 2 and 3 The percentages of text and references dedicated to patient preferences were 4.2% [standard deviation (SD) 8 .0] and 6.0% (SD 9.1), respectively. As the SDs indicate, however, there was great variability in these values. Again, to put these numbers in context, we found the percentages of text and references 
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DISCUSSION
This study empirically demonstrates that high quality CPGs from a variety of disciplines generally do not systematically seek or integrate evidence on patient preferences. Five percent of CPGs cited a method to identify preference evidence. Only 50% of CPGs cited any preference-related evidence. Less than five percent included text on attitudes toward benefits and harms, combined preference evidence formally or characterized the methods used to extract preference evidence.
Why is evidence on patient preferences not better incorporated into CPGs? We suggest that there are several barriers that need to be overcome.
First, there needs to be an appreciation that published research on patient preferences actually counts as evidence. For most clinicians, "evidence" related to treatment decision making is embodied by the clinical trial 26 that can be searched for, integrated into CPGs and then applied in individual decision making. Patient preferences, on the other hand, are typically considered only on an individual level, in the process of applying the "scientific" evidence at the bedside 27 . In this conceptualization, there is not a significant role for, and therefore less value attached to, formal studies of other patients. Preference is seen as fundamentally a property of the individual, highly subjective and variable across persons. We believe, however, that scientific studies of patient preferences are more common than is generally appreciated and furthermore are a valid means of understanding general trends in patient values and of identifying decisions that are particularly "preference-sensitive." Such studies can be highly informative, particularly in circumstances in which other evidence is weak or there are competing risks and benefits. A first step towards legitimizing this body of research is to extend the common usage of the term "evidence" to include preference studies.
Second, a clear taxonomy for studies of patient preferences does not exist. Traditional medical evidence can be categorized into studies on natural history, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment, and may take the form of a case report, cohort study, randomized trial or meta-analysis 3 . For preferencerelated research, there is a less well-developed understanding of what kind of literature exists, how to label it and how to extract it. Preference research is distributed across disciplines that use not only varying study designs, but varying terminology. In this paper, we used a decision analytic approach, but it is important to recognize that "preference" is conceptualized and measured differently across disciplines. For decision analysts and economists, preference research may involve studying utilities for health outcomes, processes, or treatment choices 8 . Health psychologists may focus on treatment satisfaction, desires and expectations 28 . Qualitative researchers may study narratives of patient and provider experiences 29 .
Ethicists may use the language of informed consent to understand preference. Economists may use utilities, conjoint analysis and/or use citizen juries to determine how patients or citizens value the attributes of a health-care service 30 . An important step towards trying to find the relevant evidence is to develop a consistent language for preference-related research that respects the contributions of relevant disciplines as well as a systematic categorization (taxonomy) for the types of preferencerelated research. The absence of a clear taxonomy compounds a third problem; there is no simple, generally accepted method to synthesize evidence on preferences. Formal methods have been developed to combine results of randomized trials and studies of diagnostic accuracy 3 . But how does one integrate a cross-sectional survey on patient satisfaction with a qualitative narrative study? Some types of preference research, such as those on quality of life and utilities, may be combined using summary statistics. More recently, techniques for meta-synthesis have been emerging to combine qualitative studies 31 . In general, however, methods for integrating the results of complementary preference studies are not well developed.
Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, there needs to be agreement that including preference evidence benefits clinical practice. Some may argue that including such studies adds a level of complexity that unduly hampers the development of timely CPGs and the translation of knowledge into practice. Certainly, there is much to be said for simplicity. In one study, a simplification of hypertension treatment into an abridged algorithm allowed more uncomplicated patients to reach blood pressure targets than using CPG-based practice 32 . It must be acknowledged, however, that to ignore preference studies would result in the systematic exclusion of one class of relevant evidence. Before a class of data is excluded on grounds of expediency, convenience or usefulness, one needs to think carefully whether doing so optimally serves patients, clinicians and health systems.
Our study has several limitations. We could not use prevalidated methods for auditing the CPGs for inclusion of content related to patient preferences, and no gold standard exists. We do believe, however, that there are clearly circumstances in which preferences must be included and have drawn attention to the difference between preference and non-preference evidence because we think the issue needs to be further explored and the gold standard defined. In the interim, we were obliged to employ novel methods and thus included four distinct outcome measures and performed extensive testing to evaluate the performance characteristics of our instruments (see Supplementary Appendix). The original nature of some of the instruments may have biased the results towards showing better effectiveness integration. For example, an original Shaneyfelt et al. item is worded as "formal methods of combining evidence or expert opinion are used and described." As mentioned earlier, there is no broadly prescribed means of unifying preference evidence, so preference integration scores would naturally be lower on this item. As well, in using percentages of text and references as measures, we do not mean to imply that a pre-specified amount of a CPG must be devoted to preferences, and we appreciate that these results may reflect the fact that there is an overall paucity of preference-based literature. Indeed, it is possible that preference evidence is represented in CPGs at a higher percentage than exists in the broader literature. We also note that there is no consensus on the extent to which preferences should be included in CPGs. A second limitation is our consideration of a relatively small and heterogeneous dataset authored primarily by North American agencies. Choosing several CPGs on a few similar topics, but across different countries and funding agencies may have revealed some interesting differences in nation or author source. Third, there are clearly some medical situations that are much more preference-sensitive than others (e.g., treating septic shock versus treating early stage breast cancer); our study did not fully consider this variable in assessing CPG preference incorporation.
We believe that a natural corollary of patient-centred medicine is the incorporation of preference evidence into CPGs. To take the example of screening for prostate cancer with prostate-specific antigen (PSA), we suggest that preference evidence can help identify recommendations that are particularly sensitive to individual preferences (e.g., deciding to screen for PSA or not), identify and describe the specific types of health outcomes that a physician should focus on in their discussions with patients (e.g., the specific prostate cancer treatment side effects of sexual, urinary and bowel problems) and identify the best available means of making a shared decision with patients (e.g., using a PSA screening decision aid) [33] [34] [35] . In this manner, physicians can help patients make the choices most consonant with their own personal values. It is encouraging that we found more recent CPGs appeared to better incorporate preference evidence. While the above barriers to using preferences will be difficult to overcome, a positive first step would be the acknowledgment that this type of evidence does exist and is not being utilized to its full potential.
Case Resolution. You note that after the ACCP recommendation to use aspirin in your patient with atrial fibrillation, there is a note, based on preferences studies, stating that "Individual lower-risk patients may rationally choose anticoagulation over aspirin therapy to gain greater protection against ischemic stroke if they value protection against stroke much more highly than reducing risk of hemorrhage and burden of managing anticoagulation" 1 . To help your patient better understand the potential risks and benefits, you refer her to an atrial fibrillation decision aid available on the Internet 36 . Your patient is not adverse to monitoring anticoagulation, and given the high value she places on stroke prevention, you both decide to opt for warfarin therapy.
